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The AnechoX 22 is like MAGIC on your rimfire rifle or pistol!  It makes your 22 whisper-quiet. With subsonic ammo, your bolt action 22 rifle will sound as close to 

“Hollywood quiet” as you can get.

Hint: Try your AnechoX 22 with CCI Quiet-22 ammo @ 710 FPS in your bolt action rifle and prepare to enter a whole new world of quiet!

At just 2.5 ounces and 6.0” X 1.1” diameter, the AnechoX 22 is simply the best 22 cal suppressor ever made!

The AnechoX 22 is the absolute state-of-the-art and the pinnacle of performance for weight, sound, accuracy, and serviceability on your rimfire gun. All AnechoX 

suppressors utilize the unique X-Baffle Anechoic™️ Chamber System with an interrupted central tube.  The AnechoX 22 is finished in your choice of three colors of 

Cerakote Elite Series thin film ceramic.

The AnechoX 22 has a fixed 1/2”- 28 thread, making it compatible with almost every threaded rimfire on the market. It’s full-auto rated to 200 rounds 22 LR and rapid-fire 

rated to 50 rounds 22 Mag. 

ATTENTION: NOT rated for any .223/5.56!  Rapid-fire rated to 15 rounds FN 5.7 X 28 with a 4.8” barrel. Round count must be reduced for shorter barrels.  Do not exceed 

400° F. Maximum bullet diameter for the AnechoX 22 is .224”.

The AnechoX 22 is brilliantly engineered in 7075 T6 Aerospace Aluminum and Grade 5 STA 1000 Titanium.  The 7075 T6 is for max strength-to-weight ratio, a much higher 

strength than 6061 Aerospace Aluminum.  Titanium is brilliantly used in the blast baffle and front cap to handle the higher uncorking pressure and temperature right at 

your firearm’s muzzle and to prevent thread galling and carbon lock on the cap.

Ridiculously Light, Quiet, User-Serviceable Suppressor featuring the 
X-Baffle Anechoic™️ Chamber System for your rimfire rifle or pistol. Awesome performance 

for any 17 HMR, 22 LR, 22 Mag, even the FN 5.7 X 28.

MATERIALS COATING WEIGHT LENGTH X DIAMETER CALIBER THREAD PITCH FULL -AUTO RATING SOUND REDUCTION MAINTENANCE

Heat-Treated 7075 T6 
Aerospace Aluminum, 
Heat-Treated Grade 5 

Titanium

Cerakote Elite Series 
thin film ceramic 2.5 ounces 6.0” X 1.1” 

Adds 5.5” installed

All rimfires to 22 cal, 
17 HMR, .22 LR, 

.22 Mag, 
and even 
FN 5.7X28

Fixed Thread 
1/2”-28

200 rnds 22 LR. 
Rapid-fire: 

50 rnds 22 Mag, 
15 rnds 

FN 5.7 X 28. 
NOT rated for 

223/5.56. 
Do not exceed 400° F

Makes a 22 sound 
like a loud pellet gun, 

bolt action 22 with 
subsonic like a very 

quiet pellet gun

Completely End-User 
Serviceable. 

Wrench Included.
Clean every 2,000 

rnds

anecho 22

6.0 in

5.5 in Added Overall Length
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USER-SERV

WHISPER-QUIET ADVANCED 
TECHNOLOGY

ULTRA-LIGHT ACCURATE

END-USER 
SERVICEABLE

SLEEK MODERN 
DESIGN

1/2”- 28 THREAD .22 
MAGNUM-RATED
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1) Torque Front Cap to 10 ft-lbs.

2) Align fully assembled silencer exactly straight with barrel, and screw on. ‘Torque’ to firearm using a strong hand, or 10 ft-lbs.

3) For all firearms, shoot 5 to 10 rounds and re-torque everything. Carefully check tightness frequently during use, especially with the most powerful rounds and 

especially the first time the silencer is fired, or the first time it is fired on a more powerful firearm.

WARNING: If you fire a silencer that has come loose, you can get a baffle strike which will ruin your silencer and could cause other damage, injury, or death. Your 

suppressor should be firmly tightened with a very strong hand, or wrench force. Use a wrench for removal. Use Kevlar BBQ gloves or other heat pads when handling 

a hot suppressor. Your AnechoX suppressor is so incredibly light that it will cool in just minutes, much faster than heavier silencers and can then be handled without 

gloves. 

 NSTALLAT ON STEPS
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1) Empty all rounds from firearm and make it safe.  

2) Unscrew silencer from firearm using wrench.  

3) Rimfire silencers should be cleaned every thousand rounds or two, since rimfires leave a lot of fouling inside.

4) Unscrew the Front Cap and remove all parts from the front. Push them out from the rear using a 3/8” wooden dowel if necessary. 

5) Clean baffles with brushes and cleaners, or even an ultrasonic cleaner. Don’t be too aggressive with the aluminum parts, as they can be damaged by rough handling with 
steel brushes or tools.  The most important area to clean is the central hole where the bullet passes through.

6) Some light corrosion pitting of aluminum surfaces by gunpowder residue is normal, especially if silencer is stored dirty or in humid environments, but does not reduce 
the function of your silencer.

7) Always keep threads clean, especially when reassembling. Only disassemble in a clean, dust-free location.   

8) Upon reassembly every part must be in the proper order, and pointed in the proper direction. The heavy Titanium Blast Baffle with the long belly button goes in first with 
the ‘belly-button’ toward the shooter. Then all of the lightweight aluminum baffles go in, with their ‘belly-buttons’ pointed toward the shooter. The Front Cap wrench holes 
outward compresses the internal stack into place, and holds everything very tightly, so if there is any looseness or rattling, you missed a part!  

9) Install Front Cap with the wrench holes showing, and Torque to 10 ft-lbs.

10) Exactly align the silencer with the firearm barrel and screw on, then hand-tighten with a strong hand.  

NOTE: Aluminum body threads of the AnechoX 22 can ‘gall’ or become distorted by overly-frequent installation, especially if any dust is present or if your firearm’s threads 
are slightly oversized, burred, dry, or damaged. This could cause the AnechoX 22 to become too tight for normal installation and removal. If your AnechoX 22 is too tight 
on your firearm, immediately take them to your gunsmith to “chase” the threads on both your firearm and your silencer, to clean them of any burrs, galling, or damage, 
and restore them to their original condition. Or send it back to the manufaturer for free repair. It is wise to keep aluminum threads on the front and rear of your AnechoX 
22 very lightly greased and wiped of excess grease before assembly or installation.
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1) Keep your silencer TIGHT!  The most common ‘death’ of a silencer is a Baffle Strike because something wasn’t tight or came loose. Both joints must be torqued/tightened 

before shooting your first shot. Re-torqued after the first shot, and after 5-10 shots, and then periodically. (Front Cap, Suppressor to Firearm).  This is particularly 

important for more powerful firearms.

2) Don’t mount a silencer on a firearm of a larger caliber.  Seems obvious, but, 30 caliber bullets don’t fit through 22 caliber holes, etc.

3) Don’t mount a silencer on a firearm with questionable muzzle threads.  Cheap, old, or foreign firearms may have threads that are aligned well enough for a flash hider, 

but are not sufficiently aligned with the bore to trust with your silencer. If in doubt, your gunsmith can check the alignment BEFORE you take the first shot.

4) Clean and lubricate your muzzle threads and silencer threads before attaching your silencer to your firearm. Usually this means wiping off all dust and fibers with a 

cloth and greasing.

5) Don’t shoot a damaged silencer, or one that you suspect may have had a Baffle Strike - even one shot. Stop immediately, unload the firearm, make it safe, remove the 

silencer from the firearm, and thoroughly inspect the silencer.

6) Don’t loan your silencer to a friend or relative who is not the owner. That would be an illegal transfer of an NFA item and is a federal felony.

7) Don’t take your silencer across state lines without ATF approval and checking the laws of all states involved. Ditto for foreign hunts.

SHOOT NG & PRO T PS
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